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Why Low-
code?

Key drivers
for using
low-code

By 2024, there will emerge a new
class of developers who will build
applications without any code and
will account for over 20% of all
developers across the globe. They
will help accelerate digital
transformation.

A software development
methodology where
applications are built
through graphical user
interfaces (GUI) and visual
modelling techniques.

Leverages predefined
prototyping techniques to
build applications.

Lack of collaboration between users
i) Lack of cross-functional collaborations
ii) Understanding the users’ needs & requirements

Staying updatedwith current developments & technologies
i) Traditional systems lack the finesse and capabilities that the
advanced technologies possess.
ii) Analytics and automation have become crucial for seamless
businesses

Lack of integration
a) Difficulty integrating between systems, technology
and ecosystem is a big hurdle

Optimising resources
a)Lack of skilled resources within the company and
increasing the cost of hiring new talent

Minimizes the need for
coding.

Non-technical developers
can build applications
easily.

Reduces IT backlog

Increase responsiveness to
the business

Accelerates digital
transformation

69% 55%

38% 38%

Reduces dependency on
hard-to-hire skills

20%

March 2020- COVID-19 pandemic spread across the world, altering the
way businesses functioned. New normal emerged with a new set of
challenges. Digital Transformation took priority Innovation, rapid to market
and higher levels of customer experience were the focus.The one platform
that seems most promising is - Low-code.

Visual modelling
techniques

Drag & Drop
features

No Lock-in &
Rapid to market

Seamless
interoperability
with core
systems

Rapid & cost-efficient
delivery

Can be adopted by
businesses and IT
departments with ease and in
no time, at a fraction of what
the company would spend on
app development. Low-code
can help businesses develop
software 10x faster. ~ Forester

Enhanced
experience across
devices & platforms

Streamlined processes
across functions & users
can access the same across
devices and platforms and
from anywhere anytime.

No coding, is that low-code?

The Buzz

Helps create fully
functional
applications, with the
promise is to deliver
the apps in half the
time and half the
effort – all with
minimal to no coding.

The Facts

Simple apps can be built
with ease on low-code. In
the case of complex
functionality
requirements, developers
may need to build
outside the low-code
environment.

Seamless integration?

The Buzz

Low - code assures
easy integration with
existing systems to
ensure seamless
operation.

The Facts

Integration is possible but is
done via web services. So, if
there are no web service
interfaces in the existing system,
integration can be difficult. It
may also require additional
development effort, making it
more expensive as well.

Faster time-to-market?

The Buzz

Low - code simplifies
the application
development process,
ensuring faster release
cycles that help
businesses get to
market faster.

The Facts

Low-code platforms help enterprises
get their applications to market
faster. But this works when
prototyping to integration is done on
the platform itself. Limitations that
require developers to move out of
the platform will naturally require
more time.

From 2018 to 2023,
over 500 million apps will be
developed,
which is more than the sum total of
apps created over the last 40years.

- IDC

Global Mobile app revenue will
witness growth from
$461.7 billion [2019] to
around $935.2 by 2023.

- Statista

As on date, about
12% of enterprises
manage their processes using low-
code tools according.

- Forrester

The market for Low-code is going to
grow from $6.5 billion [2019] to
$21.2 billion by 2022.
The reason beingmore companies are
experiencing the benefits of the
platform.

- Forrester

More than 65%
of application development in 2024
will be from low-code.

- Gartner

Focuses on business
flow

Delivers business
needs

Increases efficiency,
productivity & sales Efficient reuse of

technology

Unified platform
for CX

Accelerate
Digital
Transformation

Streamline
communications

Hyper-
Personalization

Omni-Channel
Experience

Cross-Platform
Development

Multi-Channel
Experience Platform

agnostic

Stand-out features of Low-code platforms By
2021, the market demand for app

Business Benefits of Low-code
Forrester refers to the Low Codemarket as a

What does low-code development
look like

Reality vs Expectations

Low code in the future

Decoding Low Code
Application Platforms

What is
low-code?

Freedom to innovate

Only solution to experiment
and innovate continuously.

Optimization of resources

Workload can be distributed and strain on
the IT department is reduced. Digital
adoption is also easily facilitated with
minimal training.
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www.goneutrinos.com

https://in.linkedin.com/company/neutrinosindsa
https://www.facebook.com/Neutrinos.co/
https://twitter.com/Neutrinos_co

